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Challenge to comply with requirements
Bringing dried mangoes into the
EU is duty-free for all countries.
However, exporters need to
comply with
• tolerance limits for pesticide
residues,
• hygienic practices during
production,
• processing methods,
microbiological criteria of the
final product,
• certification, …

Source: UNCTAD

Non-Tariff Measures
• “Non-Tariff Measures are policy measures, other than ordinary
customs tariffs, that can potentially have an economic effect on
international trade in goods, changing quantities traded, or prices
or both” (UNCTAD Group of Eminent Persons on NTBs)

→ neutral concept!
• NTMs include a broad range of policy instruments including
1. traditional trade policy instruments, such as quotas and price controls,
and rules of origin as well as
2. regulatory and technical measures that stem from important non-trade
objectives related to health and environmental protection
• Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) measures and
• Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT)
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Trend: NTMs on the rise
Figure 5: Contrasting Trade Policies
Tariffs have gone down, non-tariff measures not so
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UNCTAD NTM Programme
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UNCTAD-MAST Classification:
The common language
Multi Agency Support Team
(FAO, IMF, ITC, OECD,
UNCTAD, UNIDO,
World Bank, WTO)
initiated by UNCTAD
updated NTM classification

UNCTAD-MAST NTM Classification

Tree structure – Example
A SANITARY AND PHYTOSANITARY MEASURES
A1 Prohibitions/restrictions of imports for SPS reasons
A2 Tolerance limits for residues and restricted use of substances
(…)
A8 Conformity Assessment related to SPS
A81 Product registration requirement
A82 Testing requirement
A83 Certification requirement
A84 Inspection requirement
A85 Traceability requirement
A851 Origin of materials and parts
A852 Processing history
A853 Distribution and location of products after
delivery
A859 Traceability requirements n.e.s.
A86 Quarantine requirement
A89 Conformity assessments related to SPS n.e.s
A9 SPS Measures n.e.s.
B TECHNICAL BARRIERS TO TRADE
C PRE-SHIPMENT INSPECTION AND OTHER FORMALITIES
D CONTINGENT TRADE PROTECTIVE MEASURES
E NON-AUTOMATIC LICENSING, QUOTAS, PROHIBITIONS …
F PRICECONTROL MEASURES INCLUDING ADDIT. TAXES …
G FINANCE MEASURES
H MEASURES AFFECTING COMPETITION
I TRADE-RELATED INVESTMENT MEASURES

unctad.org/ntm
Classification

At this level of
coding: 177
measures in the
classification

Three types of data
Not to be mixed or mistaken
• 1. "Official
Measures"
• Requirements
enacted within a
legal text or
regulation issued
officially by a
country.
Notifications to WTO
in this category

• 2. Survey data

• 3. Voluntary

• Complaints from
exporters
• Often procedural
obstacles to
trade (i.e.
implementation)

• Private
standards or
international
standards

Official NTM data collection
• From here…

…to here

Map of Data Availability – A global initiative

For policy
makers:
trains.unctad.org
(in cooperation
with WTO)

• Tables by
− Products
− Measures
− Members
• Graphs over
time

For researchers: trains.unctad.org and wits.worldbank.org (in cooperation with
World Bank)
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Indirect linkages between NTMs and SDGs

• NTMs seen as trade costs
→Trade costs reduce trade opportunities
→And therefore reduce trade’s potential to
→generate income
→create employment (SDG 8)
→reduce poverty (SDG 1)
→create financial resources to promote social and
environmental sustainability

• “trade – growth nexus” or “export led growth”
→ only part of the story…

Direct linkages between NTMs and SDGs
• Many NTMs, specifically SPS and TBT measures, are policies to
protect human, animal and plant health, or to protect the
environment → elimination not an option
• Usually, applied equally to domestic producers
• They directly impact on sustainability
− food security (SDG 2),
− nutrition and health (SDG 3),
− protect endangered species and the environment (SDGs
14&15),
− ensure sustainable production, consumption (SDG 12) and
energy (SDG 7),
− combat climate change (SDG 13).

Two different challenges
a) Traditional non-tariff barriers
…Quotas, price mechanisms, contingent protection, etc.
• Strongly regulated already under WTO agreements
• Usually imposed by ministries responsible for
trade/economy/industry
• Direct economic objectives
→ elimination conceivable
b) Technical measures to trade: SPS and TBT

Two different challenges
a) Traditional non-tariff barriers
b) Technical measures to trade: SPS and TBT
• partially addressed by WTO
• Usually regulated as (domestic) market policy by
ministries for agriculture/health/…and Bureaus of
Standards
• Primary objectives not trade-related: to protect human,
animal and plant health, or the environment, etc.
→ elimination not an option
•

Good Regulatory Practice
• Advance notification/
consultation of
stakeholders and the public
• Assessment of potential
impacts of future regulation
(before issuing regulations)
• Evaluation of regulation
performance in delivering
the intended outcomes
(after implementation)

Domestic → Coherence:
• Policy coordination across
institutions/ministries is
crucial
• Multi-dimensional
assessment of costs and
benefits (streamlining)

International → Convergence:
• Harmonization
• Equivalence
• Mutual recognition
• Reduce trade costs while
maintaining beneficial
sustainability effects

Regulatory Cooperation: Intuition
• Trade unit values…
– …from [Malawi vs Japan] to France
→ level of domestic regulatory framework matters (in
addition to many other reasons related to the ability to
comply!)
– …from France to [Germany vs US]
→ regulatory heterogeneity matters

Descriptive statistics on
"regulatory distance"
NTM types and codes for a specific
product at HS-6 level: e.g. beef
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1

b) data-analysis of
"distance in regulatory
structures"

a) in-depth analysis of specific
regulations to compare the
stringency of measures

b) "regulatory distance": Imagine over 5000 tables (=products) with 58
rows (=measure types) + columns for every country!
→ Aggregation over all technical measure types (L) and products (K):
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Regulatory distance plotted onto
2-dimensional space: only agriculture
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Regulatory distance for agricultural sectors, only technical measures
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Regulatory distance plotted onto
2-dimensional space: only agriculture
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Regulatory distance plotted onto
2-dimensional space: only manufacturing
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UNCTAD analysis for ECOWAS:
Welfare increases in three scenarios
ECOWAS-wide Welfare
increase in million USD
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NTM

Int.
Standard

• "Int.Standards":
"NTB" + "NTM" + adoption of
international standards with
impact beyond intra-regional
trade

Conclusions
1. NTMs cover a vast array of policies; in fact the most WTO
agreements deal with NTMs (and FTAs, too)
2. On average, NTMs are 3 times more costly than tariffs
3. SPS and TBT measures nowadays account for the
majority of incidence and effect
4. Regulatory measures are highly relevant for sustainable
development and affect everyday life (behind the border)
5. NTM abroad and at home matter for competitiveness
6. Reducing the cost of NTMs:
– More transparency is needed. Visit: trains.unctad.org
– Good regulatory practice, regulatory coherence
– Regulatory convergence (harmonization, mutual
recognition)

unctad.org/ntm
tab@unctad.org

